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7th Grade Language Arts Distance Learning Assignment 
Week 1 

A Note to Parents 
This week, your student should read "Tuesday of the Other June" by Norma Fox Mazer. In this short story, a young girl is 
bullied by another girl with the same name. (https://www.commonlit.org/en/texts/tuesday-of-the-other-june)  

This text relates to the themes of Honor & Courage and Morality. Please consider exploring these questions with your 
child: "Why do people do bad things?" and "What does it mean to be brave?" 

Ways to support your child: 
• Ask your child about this short story at home: 

• What was "Tuesday of the Other June" About 
• What did you learn about? About Morality? 

• Use the following resources with your child at home: 
• 'Ways to Stop Bullying ' (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynTuA_tlZDE)  
• 'CommonLit Pre-reading Activity for "Tuesday of the Other June" ' 

(https://cdn.commonlit.org/static_assets/assets/000/001/161/original/Tuesday_of_the_Other_June_-
_Pre-reading_Worksheet.docx)  

 
Day 1, Activity 1: Vocabulary in Context 
Step 1: Review the vocabulary word, context sentence, picture, and definition. 
Step 2: Describe how the context sentence and photograph give hints toward the meaning of the word. Be 
specific; you must include either specific words from the context sentence or details from the photograph in 
your answer. 
 

1. Mock 
Rosalita heard a mocking laugh after she stumbled in the 
hallway. 
Definition: to make fun of in a mean way or to make fun of by 
imitation 
Explanation of Context:      

        

        

        
 

2. Rigid 
When the soldiers are called to attention, they stand with their 
backs and arms straight and rigid. 
Definition: difficult or impossible to bend, or not changing 
Explanation of Context:      

        

        

        
 1 The teacher’s rules were very rigid. 

1 The student mocked the teacher behind his back. 



3. Sprawl 
Kim and Kanye’s sprawling mansion is so big you could get 
lost in it. 
Definition: to lie, sit, or fall with the arms and legs spread 
out; to spread out in a way that isn’t organized 
Explanation of Context:      

        

        

        
 

Day 1, Activity 2: Journal Response 
Have you ever heard advice from a parent or a teacher that sounds nice but doesn’t work? If so, what was it 
and why didn’t it work? If not, describe a situation where a good piece of advice might not work. 
                

                

                

                

                

                

Day 2: Active Reading   
In the short story you are about to read, the author uses imagery* to describe the different settings June, the main 
character, is in. Since the story is told through June’s eyes, the description of these settings also reveals June’s mood and 
feelings.  

* Imagery refers to the language an author uses to appeal to the readers’ five senses (sight, sound, taste, 
smell, feeling) so that the reader can imagine the scene or ideas more vividly.   

During Reading Task:  
• As you read, highlight words, phrases, or sentences that help you see or imagine June’s world in your mind. 
• Write margin notes about what feelings you think the author is trying to get the reader to feel with those 

descriptive images. Include in your notes your thoughts on either how the author is making that scene more 
vivid or why the author wants that particular scene to stand out. 

• Find and focus on at least five different scenes within the short story that stand out because of the mood and 
imagery. 

 
You will be graded using the following rubric. 

5 Points 4 Points 3 Points 2 Points 1 Point 0 Points 
Ample text 
annotations 
throughout text 
Insightful margin 
notes  
Outstanding effort 

Sufficient text 
annotations 
throughout text 
Literal margin notes 
demonstrate basic 
understanding  
Sufficient effort 

Uneven text 
annotations 
Some margin notes 
show confusion 
Some effort 

Few text 
annotations 
Confusing margin 
notes 
Little effort 

Very few 
annotations 
Confusing or 
inaccurate margin 
notes 
Very little effort 

No annotations, 
margin notes, or 
effort 

 

2 The large cat sprawled out on the bed. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Day 3, Activity 1: Vocabulary Practice 
Step 1: Fill in the blanks using the correct vocabulary word to complete each scenario. You may have to change the form 
of the word (ex: go, going, gone). 
Step 2: Explain why the vocabulary word best fits based on context clues provided in the scenario. 

 
1. Lee’s mother came home to see him lounging on the couch with his feet up, one arm draped off the  

couch, and Cheeto crumbs all over his shirt.  

Lee was       because         

                

2. Juana’s little brother would constantly imitate the way she talked. Whatever Jauna said, her brother  
would say again in an annoying, high-pitched voice. Then he would cruelly laugh. 

The writing in the letter was difficult to      because     

               

3. Sara believed her mother’s rules about bedtime were not fair. On weekdays, Sara had to be in bed by  
9:30 even if school was out and it was during the summer. 

Sara’s mom’s rules were      because       

               

Day 3, Activity 2: How Setting Affects Mood 
Step 1: Read the quotes below and refresh your memory of what was happening in that particular part of the story. 
Step 2: Based on the imagery, determine a mood that the author is trying to evoke in the reader during this scene. 
Step 3: Complete the graphic organizer with the mood word and an explanation of how the imagery creates that feeling. 
 

You may use the mood words in the box below or may come up with different ones. An example has been done for you. 

Quote Mood How Imagery Creates the Mood 
“We stood in front of the mirror as 
she combed my hair, combed and 
brushed and smoothed. Her head 
came just above mine… And she 
laughed her honey laugh.” (¶ 2) 

Peaceful 

Imagining the image of the mother’s head right above 
June’s makes me feel that they love each other and are 
so close. The combing of the hair and the sweet sound 
of laughter is very peaceful and warm. 

“Still sometimes I woke up at night 
and heard footsteps slowly creeping 
up the stairs. It wasn’t my mother… 
so it was robbers, thieves, and 
murderers, creeping 
slowly…slowly…slowly toward my 
bed.” (¶ 8) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Example: Every single day, Bryan wakes up at 5 o’clock in the morning to take a 10-mile jog. Then, he goes to the gym to lift 
weights. Afterwards, he does 20 laps in the pool. And this is before he goes to practice with the team every afternoon! 
Bryan is relentless about training because he is extremely dedicated and exercises all of the time. 

Mock   Rigid   Sprawl 

Cheerful Reflective Gloomy  Fearful  Humorous Tense  Lonely  
Angry  Romantic Mysterious Calm  Lighthearted Sad  Hopeful 



Quote Mood How Imagery Creates the Mood 

“She was training me like a dog. After 
a few weeks of this, she only had to 
look at me, only had to growl, ‘I’m 
going to get you, Fish Eyes,’ for my 
heart to slink like a whipped dog 
down into my stomach.” (¶ 36) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“…She held three sharp pencils like 
three little knives. Someone knocked 
on the door…Paper planes burst into 
the air, flying from desk to desk. 
Someone turned on a transistor 
radio. And the Other June, coming 
closer, smiled and licked her lips like 
a cat sleepily preparing to gulp down 
a mouse.” (¶s 86-87) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“She turned around, staring at him 
with that big-eyed cartoon look. After 
a moment she sat down at her desk 
with a loud slapping sound. Even Mr. 
Morrisey laughed. And sitting at my 
desk, twirling my braids, I knew this 
was the last Tuesday of the Other 
June.” (¶s 100-101) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Complete the following Text-Dependent Questions for Day 4, Activity 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Day 4, Activity 2: Application of Vocabulary 
Answer each question in 1-2 complete sentences. Make sure that you use the underlined vocabulary word in your answer. 

1. What do you think is the best response when someone mocks you? Why? 
               

               

               

2. When is it good to have rigid rules and when is it bad?   
               

               

               

3. Urban sprawl is when a city keeps spreading and growing bigger and bigger. What do you think is a cause of 
urban sprawl? 
               

               

               
Day 5, Activity 1: Soundtrack of June 
Choose a moment in the story that stands out to you in regards to how June might be feeling. This might be 
when June is getting bullied by the Other June, when she is starting to obsessively worry about Tuesdays, or 
when she finally stands up to the Other June. Now, find a song that you think June might listen to during that 
moment. Think of something that might reflect what she is feeling at that time. In the space below, write the 
name of the song and artist, describe what it’s about and why you think June would listen to that song, and 
share any lyrics that might relate to what June is feeling. 
                

                

                

                

                

               

               

               

               

               

               

                

                


